Nitrite formation during the initial stages of NO x uptake on a nitrogen storage and reduction (NSR) catalyst is critically controlled by the interaction between the barium based NO x storage material and the supported noble metal nanoparticles. This effect is due to reverse spillover of activated oxygen species, as demonstrated by molecular beam techniques and time-resolved IR surface spectroscopy on a NSR model catalyst. 
Introduction
Improving fuel and CO 2 efficiency is among the key challenges in future transportation. However, highly fuel-efficient combustion engines, both diesel and lean-burn gasoline, involve operation under lean conditions, i.e. with high air to fuel ratios. Unfortunately, catalytic removal of toxic components such as NO x turns out to be a severe problem in the strongly oxidizing environment of the resulting exhaust stream. The reason is that efficient operation of classical three-way catalysts is largely limited to a small window around stoichiometric combustions conditions. [1] Currently, there are two competing concepts which allow NO x reduction under lean conditions, [2] both of which have been commercialized in passenger cars, recently: selective catalytic reduction (SCR) is based on the reduction of NO x with ammonia, which is generated onboard by decomposition of urea. The alternative is the so-called NO x storage and reduction (NSR) catalyst, which is based on the idea that, if NO x cannot be efficiently reduced during lean operation periods, it may at least be stored by conversion to non-volatile compounds. [3, 4] Typically, Ba containing storage materials are used leading to the formation of Ba(NO 3 ) 2 . Once the storage capacity is exceeded, NO x may be released and reduced during short fuel-rich operation cycles.
Both alternatives, SCR and NSR are linked to characteristic advantages and shortcomings. An SCR system performs well under high temperature and high NO x feed conditions. The fuel economy is usually slightly better than in the NSR case since no rich operation is necessary. The low temperature performance on the other hand, especially with high NO/NO 2 ratios in the feedgas is a concern for SCR systems. While SCR catalysts are precious metal free, the necessary infrastructure comprising urea tank and dosing system is costly. Other issues associated with SCR systems is the availability of urea and compliance. Due to the high NO x -engine out emissions for lean-burn gasoline applications, SCR is momentarily only an option in diesel applications. The NSR concept, in the other hand, is a stand-alone solution that does not require a secondary reducing agent. While conversions at high temperatures and NO x loads are limited, moderate conversions under relevant driving conditions can be achieved. Since an NSR contains basic components, it tends to be sensitive to sulfur poisoning and needs to be desulfated in regular intervals. There is a small fuel penalty of some 2% linked to the rich events for regenerating the NSR and for sulfur removal. For lighter passenger cars the NSR is quite cost-competitive and there exists a number of NSR equipped applications, both diesel and lean-burn gasoline. [5, 6] Since the NSR concept was suggested by Toyota in 1996, [3] there has been a large number of studies on this topic in applied catalysis.(see e.g. [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and references therein) Nevertheless, little insight was obtained into the mechanism and microkinetics of the NO x storage and release process at the microscopic scale. The reason is that both materials and reaction mechanisms are outstandingly complex. Especially, the fundamental mechanism of the initial storage process is currently under debate. Whereas several experimental studies point to a sequential formation of nitrites and nitrates ( [9, [15] [16] [17] [18] , compare also [4] ), theoretical calculations [19] [20] [21] [22] and few recent experimental studies [23, 24] suggest initial formation of nitrite-nitrate pairs. Detailed insights into these mechanistic issues may potentially open up routes towards a more rational improvement of the NSR concept.
Such molecular-level insights may be provided by mechanistic and microkinetic studies on welldefined model catalysts. [16, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] ] Surprisingly, there have been very few attempts to translate the NSR concept to a tractable model approach. Pioneering work on the interaction of NO 2 with model BaO surfaces has been published by Bowker and coworkers, [16, 32, 33] Szanyi and coworkers [23, [34] [35] [36] [37] and recently by our group. [18, [38] [39] [40] Here, we present the first model study on a "complete" NSR model system, involving the Ba storage compound and co-deposited noble metal nanoparticles on an alumina model support. By taking advantage of the full spectrum of surface-science methods, the structural and chemical properties of the model system is characterized and the degree of metal oxide interaction controlled in great detail. Combining this information with time-resolved infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (TR-IRAS) (see e.g. [26, 41] ) and molecular beam (MB) methods (see e.g. [26, 42, 43] ), we provide evidence for a reaction mechanism which may help to explain the contradicting results in the literature: we show that the initial storage mechanism is directly linked to the interaction of the storage compound with the supported metal nanoparticles. This interaction facilitates reverse-spillover of activated oxygen species, resulting in partial oxidation of the noble metal nanoparticles and simultaneous stabilization of surface nitrites on the NO x storage compound.
Experimental Part
MB/IRAS experiments were performed in an UHV apparatus at the University ErlangenNuremberg, which allows up to four effusive beams and a supersonic beam to be superimposed on the sample. Additionally, the system is equipped with a FTIR spectrometer (Bruker IFS66/v), a beam monitor which allows alignment and intensity calibration of the beams, two quadrupole mass spectrometers, a vacuum transfer system with high pressure cell and all necessary preparation tools.
The NO 2 beam (Linde, 99.0%) was generated from an effusive beam doser and modulated by a valve system. All measurements were performed by remote controlled sequences, exposing the sample to pulses of NO 2 at variable beam intensities between 1.6×10 13 cm -2 s -1 (equivalent pressure:
0.7×10 -7 mbar) and 3.2×10 15 cm -2 s -1 (equivalent pressure 1.4×10 -5 mbar), followed by acquisition of IR spectra. IR spectra were acquired at a spectral resolution of 2 cm For preparation of the model surfaces, a NiAl(110) surface was cleaned by numereous cycles of sputtering and vacuum annealing, followed by two cycles of oxidation in 10 -6 mbar O 2 at 550 K and UHV annealing at 1135 K in order to prepare the Al 2 O 3 film on NiAl(110). With respect to the details of the procedure we refer to the literature. [44] The quality of the film was checked by LEED, and complete oxidation of the surface was proven by the absence of CO adsorption at 100 K.
For the preparation of the BaO particles, we proceeded as follows: First, the Ba metal was manually cleaned under inert gas atmosphere (glove box) and placed into a Mo crucible. In order to prevent oxidation, the crucible filled with Ba was covered with decane before it was mounted in a commercial electron beam assisted evaporator (Focus EFM3). The evaporator was installed into the UHV chamber immediately before pumping out. Under UHV conditions, the Ba source was calibrated using a quartz microbalance. During deposition the sample was biased to the same potential as the Ba source in order to avoid surface defect generation by Ba ion bombardment. Ba was deposited at 300 K at typical rates of 4. cm -2 ). Again, the sample was biased to avoid ion damage.
For the experiments shown in Fig.1 and 2, 1 Å Ba was deposited prior to deposition of 1 Å Pd, or, vice versa, 1 Å Pd was deposited prior to deposition of 1 Å Ba. In both cases Ba was oxidized immediately after deposition by exposure to 6×10 -7 mbar O 2 for 90 s. Alternatively, Ba was annealed in 6×10 -7 mbar O 2 up to 800 K For the experiment in Fig. 3 , thicker BaO and Pd layers were used (roughly 20 Å Ba and 4 Å Pd). Oxidation was performed by exposing for 900 s to 6×10 -7 mbar O 2 and annealing up to 800 K.
Results and Discussion
The preparation of the NSR model system is summarized in Fig. 1 , showing selected scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of different preparation stages. As a model support, we use an ordered Al 2 O 3 thin film, prepared on NiAl(110). [45, 46] The NO x storage compound is prepared by physical vapor deposition (PVD) of Ba in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and subsequent oxidation by O 2 exposure. As shown in a recent high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy (HR-PES) study using synchrotron radiation, the procedure yields three dimensional barium aluminate-like ("BaAl 2 O 4 ") nanoparticles. [38] The formation of such aluminate phases is well-known, also for real catalyst materials. [47] [48] [49] Upon annealing in O 2 to 800 K, the Ba aluminate nanoparticle system is preserved, with the particles showing slow ripening, restructuring and diffusion into the support.
In a second step, Pd is deposited by PVD, either on the annealed or on the non-annealed "BaAl 2 O 4 "/Al 2 O 3 . We have characterized the Pd/BaO co-deposition system in detail by STM and IRAS and adsorption studies using CO as a probe molecule; a detailed discussion will be provided in a forthcoming publication. [50] Briefly, the findings can be summarized as follows: In contrast to the deposition of Ba, Pd only weakly interacts with Al 2 O 3 support and the Pd atoms are more mobile. [51] As a result, the Pd nucleates at the "BaAl 2 O 4 " nanoparticles, efficiently decorating their surface (see Fig. 1e ). Now, we can take advantage of this difference in growth behavior, in order to modify the Pd/BaO interaction. This is done by reversing the deposition sequence. Deposition of Pd first leads to formation large Pd nanocrystallites, preferentially nucleation at oxide defects such as domain boundaries (see Fig. 1d ). Subsequent deposition of Ba and oxidation generates small Ba containing aggregates on the Al 2 O 3 support and at the Pd particles (Fig. 1f) . The aggregates on the Pd particles are in intimate contact with the Pd surface, blocking a large fraction of the Pd adsorption sites. [50] It is noteworthy that the IR spectra after NO 2 exposure for this system are very similar to those for Ba deposition directly on the Al 2 O 3 support (see below). This suggests that Ba alumiate-like nanoparticles are formed in the case of Ba deposition/oxidation on Pd/Al 2 O 3 as well.
Future HR-PES experiments may provide more detailed information on the properties and stoichiometry of these aggregates.
In order to probe the effect of the structure and Pd/BaO interaction on the storage mechanism, we utilized the above described selection of model systems and perform systematic IRAS/MB experiments during reaction with NO 2 . Selected IR spectra of the NO stretching frequency region for the different NSR model systems and selected NO 2 exposures are displayed in Fig. 2 (1 L (Langmuir) corresponds to a gas dose of 10 -6 Torr . s). The assignment of the spectral features was discussed in detail in recent publications, making systematic comparisons with density functional theory (DFT) calculations [39] and XPS. [18] Briefly, the feature at 1250 cm -1 is assigned to a flatlying surface nitrite (NO 2 -), the intensity of which is low due to the orientation of the dynamic dipole moment nearly parallel to the surface. The features at 1330 and 1460 cm -1 are attributed to bridging and monodentate surface nitrates (NO 3 -), the ratio of which depends on coverage, temperature and particle size. [39] It should be pointed out that IRAS does not facilitate straightforward quantification of the different species, because of dipole coupling effects and varying size and orientation of the dynamic dipoles. [41, [52] [53] [54] In particular, this holds for the relative intensity of the nitrite and nitrate bands (compare [39] , [18] ) However, the qualitative appearance and disappearance of surface species can be followed easily and the for individual species the band intensity also semi-quantitatively follows the surface concentration (as recently shown in combined XPS/IRAS experiments, see [18] ).
By comparison of the spectra in Fig.2 [18] ).
The most important observation relates, however, to the intensity of the nitrite feature at 1250 cm In order to elucidate the mechanistic origin of this effect, we have performed TR-IRAS coupled to MB dosing. The experimental procedure is illustrated in the inset in Fig. 3 . NO 2 pulses of different intensity and duration are applied in a remote controlled procedure, followed by acquisition of IR spectra. Using this procedure, the formation and decomposition of reaction intermediates is systematically monitored over a very broad range of NO 2 exposure, spanning over more than five orders of magnitude.
Briefly, the following behavior is found: At low exposure, the sequential appearance of three bands is observed at 1510, 1640 and 1750 cm -1 , which gradually blue-shift by 30-50 cm -1 with increasing NO 2 dose. These features can be attributed to the dissociation of NO 2 on the Pd Nanoparticles, giving rise to molecularly adsorbed NO and co-adsorbed atomic oxygen. Based on a detailed comparison with DFT calculations, we have recently identified these features as NO adsorbed in threefold hollow sites on Pd(111) facets (~1510 cm -1 ), bridging NO adsorbed at (111)/(111) particle edges (~1640 cm -1 ) and on-top-NO adsorbed at particle corners (~1750 cm -1 ). [55] The sites are subsequently populated and show a blue shift with NO 2 exposure as a result of dipole coupling and co-adsorption with atomic oxygen.
A surprising effect, however, is observed with increasing NO 2 exposure: Between 1 and 10 L NO 2 , all Pd derived NO features disappear, simultaneously with the appearance of the surface nitrite feature at 1250 cmto molecularly adsorbed NO on Pd, surface nitrites (NO 2 -) and surface nitrates (NO 3 -). Apparently, the disappearance of the molecularly adsorbed NO is directly correlated to the appearance of the surface nitrite. Similarly, the appearance of the surface nitrate is related to the disappearance of the surface nitrite. The latter effect has been observed in previous studies and is attributed to the conversion of surface nitrites to nitrates by gas phase NO 2 . But how could NO adsorption on the Pd nanoparticles be affected by nitrite formation on the "BaAl 2 O 4 " aggregates?
Apparently we have to invoke that a surface species, generated during nitrite formation on "BaAl 2 O 4 ", leads to a modification of the Pd surface. Taking into account that nitrite formation is a redox process involving reduction of NO 2 , we may invoke the generation of an activated oxygen species. This species could then interact with Pd, leading to oxygen adsorption on the Pd nanoparticles or surface oxidation. At this point we may refer to recent studies on the oxidation of Pd single crystal surfaces and nanoparticles. [56] [57] [58] [59] Under quite moderate conditions, Pd surface oxides are formed on both single crystals and nanoparticles, preceding the formation of bulk PdO. [56] [57] [58] [59] Upon transformation to the surface oxide, the interaction with small molecules becomes rather weak, [60] [61] [62] which would explain the desorption of molecularly adsorbed NO. In order to rationalize the correlation between Pd oxidation and nitrite formation, we suggest a tentative reaction mechanism as illustrated in This hole which can be healed via several reaction pathways. One possibility is the theoretically predicted pathway of nitrite-nitrate pair formation. Based on the above observation, we suggest an alternative pathway, which involves reverse-spillover of an activated oxygen species to the Pd nanoparticles. As a result, the process opens up a new pathway to oxidation of the Pd particle surface, overcoming the characteristic kinetic hindrance to oxidation at low temperature (compare [59, 63, 64] ). Due to the weak interaction of NO with surface PdO, NO desorbs from the Pd particles in parallel with the process of surface oxidation. After complete oxidation of the Pd particle surface, conversion of the nitrite into nitrate occurs at a low rate via reaction with further molecular NO 2 .
Here it should be noted that the metal-mediated pathway as described above is certainly not the only possible reaction. Indeed, NO 2 uptake also works in the absence of any noble metal and the reaction products are characterized by similar vibrational spectra [39] , [18] . The results show, however, that in the presence of noble metal particle, these are directly involved in the uptake mechanism.
It should be pointed out that the evidence for oxide formation is indirect and, certainly, has to be verified in future studies, for example by time-resolved HR-PES under reaction conditions. Apart from the loss of NO adsorption, however, there is a second indication for the oxidation of the Pd particles. This evidence is derived from an additional feature in the IRAS spectrum observed at 1550 cm -1 (see Fig. 3 ). This band is not observed on metallic Pd but only appears after complete loss of all chemisorbed NO. It may tentatively be attributed to a surface nitrate species adsorbed on PdO, which can only be formed after surface oxidation. In any case it can be concluded that there is a close correlation between nitrite formation and the loss of NO adsorption capacity on the Pd particles, which strongly suggests that both processes are directly linked.
Conclusions
In summary, we have prepared model NSR catalysts by sequential deposition of Pd and Ba (with subsequent oxidation) onto an ordered Al 2 O 3 film on NiAl(110), and characterized these systems by STM. The initial mechanism of NO 2 uptake was investigated using a combination of MB methods and IRAS and was compared to Pd free models. I was shown that the metal oxide interaction between the active noble metal particles and the NO x storage compound in NSR model catalysts critically controls the reaction mechanism. We suggest that a strong interaction facilitates reversespillover of activated oxygen species from the NO x storage compound to the metal. The process leads to partial oxidation of the metal nanoparticles and simultaneous stabilization of the surface nitrite intermediate. The present findings show that metal-oxide interactions may not only involve structural and electronic modification or spillover of adsorbates, but also redox processes within the supported metal particle itself. Similar mechanisms may be expected to be operative for other supported metal systems and the reverse-spillover mediated pathway may play a crucial role in overcoming kinetic barriers to oxidation of noble metal nanoparticles at low reaction temperatures.
The present findings underline the outstanding importance of understanding and controlling metal support interactions in complex, multiply nanostructured catalyst materials. 
